Initial findings and progression of lung adenocarcinoma on serial computed tomography scans.
To study the initial findings of lung adenocarcinoma revealed by computed tomography (CT) scanning and observe tumor progression and elucidate appropriate follow-up schedule of tumor diagnosis via CT findings of suspected lung adenocarcinoma. We studied 59 patients who had undergone CT scanning twice or more at intervals of 3 months or longer before surgery. We evaluated the initial CT findings as well as all subsequent changes. The rate of tumor growth was estimated by tumor volume doubling time, using the original method of Schwartz. The histological classifications were evaluated according to the criteria of Noguchi et al (Cancer 1995;75:2844-2852). The initial appearances of lung adenocarcinoma were divided into 4 types: (1) ground-glass opacity-like lesions, (2) bubble-like appearance, (3) small nodules, and (4) scar-like lesions. Ground-glass opacity-like lesions tended to increase in size over the years, with solid parts appearing in some lesions during follow-up examinations. Bubble-like appearance displayed characteristic CT findings and tended to increase over the years from the time of initial diagnosis, and we therefore tended to consider them as old inflammatory lesions. Small nodules tended to increase in size over the months more rapidly than in other types. Scar-like lesions tended to exist mainly in the lungs already damaged by lung fibrosis and/or emphysema and therefore were difficult to detect on initial CT scans. We categorized 4 types of initial findings of lung adenocarcinomas detected by CT. We determined that each type of lesion had its own unique characteristic growth patterns and required varying follow-up periods.